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ANNEX I.B
LIST OF MISSIONS UNDERTAKEN
BY THE COMMISSION

Prepared by:
Secretariat, Commission of Experts
LIST OF MISSIONS UNDERTAKEN BY THE COMMISSION

1. Mission to Ovčara (Vukovar) (UNPA Sector East, Croatia) (preliminary mass grave investigation) December 1992

2. Reconnaissance mission to Vukovar (preparation for the mass grave investigation at Ovčara) March 1993

3. Mission to Zagreb (Croatia), Belgrade (FRY), Sarajevo (BiH), Ljubljana (Slovenia) (to establish contacts with authorities and to obtain information) April 1993

4. Mission to Knin (UNPA Sector South, Croatia) (preparation for the mass grave investigation at Pakračka Poljana, UNPA Sector West) May 1993

5. Reconnaissance mission to Dubrovnik (Croatia) (destruction of cultural property) May 1993

6. Mission to Sarajevo (BiH) (killings of civilian population and destruction of cultural property) June/July 1993

7. Mission to Zagreb (Croatia) (interviews with alleged war criminals) August 1993

8. Mission to London (UK) (to obtain information from Amnesty International) August 1993

9. Mission to Vienna (Austria) (to obtain information on order of battle/chain of command and video tapes) August 1993

10. Mission to Sarajevo and Zenica (BiH) (killings of civilian population and destruction of cultural property) September 1993
11. Mission to Knin (UNPA Sector South, Croatia) (preparation for mass grave investigation) September 1993

12. Mission to Paris (France) (to establish contacts with UNESCO and obtain information on the destruction of cultural property) September 1993

13. Mission to Vukovar, UNPA Sector East, Croatia (mass grave investigation at Ovčara) October 1993

14. Mission to Marino Selo/ Pakračka Poljana, UNPA Sector West, Croatia (mass grave investigation) October-November 1993

15. Radiological investigation in Western Slavonia, UNPA Sector West, Croatia November 1993

16. Mission to Dubrovnik (Croatia) (destruction of cultural property and battle of Dubrovnik) November 1993

17. Mission to Erdut, UNPA Sector East, Croatia (preparation for mass grave investigation of Ovčara) November 1993

18. Mission to Stockholm (Sweden) (to obtain testimonies) November 1993

19. Mission to Berlin (Germany) (to prepare for gathering testimonies) December 1993

20. Mission to Bonn (Germany) (to prepare for gathering testimonies) December 1993

21. Mission to Paris (France) (to continue cooperation with UNESCO and to obtain further information on destruction of cultural property) January 1994

22. Mission to The Hague (The Netherlands) (to obtain testimonies) January 1994
23. Mission to Munich (Germany) (to obtain information for Prijedor investigation) January 1994

24. Mission to Oslo (Norway) (to obtain information for Prijedor investigation) January 1994

25. Mission to Zagreb (Croatia) (preparation for sexual assault investigation of victims from Croatia, refugees from BH and Serbs in Croatia) February 1994

26. Mission to Vienna (Austria) (to obtain information for order of battle study and for sexual assault investigation) February 1994

27. Mission to Zagreb (Croatia) (to obtain information for Prijedor investigation) February 1994

28. Mission to Zagreb (Croatia) and other places in Croatia (sexual assault investigation of victims from Croatia, refugees from BH and Serbs in Croatia) February–March 1994

29. Mission to Belgrade (FRY) (to discuss conduct of sexual assault investigation) March 1994

30. Mission to Bonn (Germany) (to obtain information for Prijedor investigation) March 1994

31. Mission to Berlin (Germany) (to obtain information for Prijedor investigation) March 1994

32. Mission to Sarajevo, Tuzla, Zenica, Vitez, Kiseljak (BiH) (to obtain information and gather testimonies) March 1994

33. Mission to Bergen (Norway) (to finalize Prijedor investigation) April–May 1994
34. Mission to The Hague
(The Netherlands) (in
connection with Prijedor
investigation) May 1994